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Introduction:  Bi-directional Reflectance Distribu-

tion Function (BRDF) is a function of illumination and 

viewing angles and their respective azimuth angles that 

describes the behavior of the target in terms of the inci-

dent parallel beam of radiation with the reflected radi-

ance [1]. Various authors have used different models to 

approximate the photometric properties of Moon.  

Terrain Mapping Camera (TMC) onboard Chan-

drayaan-1 imaged Lunar surface with a high spatial res-

olution of 5 m in panchromatic mode with a spectral 

range of 500-750 nm. The instrument had a stereo view 

in fore, nadir and aft directions of the spacecraft move-

ment with fore and aft views at ±25◦ with respect to na-

dir [2]. In this study, the three views of TMC have been 

used to develop the BRDF over a small region of inter-

est on Moon on per pixel basis, thus taking into account 

the heterogeneity of lunar surface. Basic images of  zen-

ith and azimuth angles are not provided as such and 

have been generated corresponding to region of interest 

using ancillary information and mathematical formula-

tions. As only three observations are available per pixel, 

simple to complex models having only two parameters 

have been employed with albedo being one of the vari-

ant. 

Data: TMC image (TMC_NRN_20090801 

T023801556) over Apollo-16 landing site (8.9913ᵒ S, 

15.5144ᵒ E) has been used for this study. Data over the 

orbit number 03157 and imaged on 1 August 2009 has 

been downloaded from ISRO’s website of Indian Space 

Science Data Centre (www.issdc.gov.in). Radiance im-

ages are available for Fore, Nadir and Aft view with or-

tho-rectified image available only for Nadir view. Digi-

tal Elevation Model (DEM) of the image region is also 

available at the vertical resolution of 10 m. For the Fore 

and Aft view, the available radiance image is not seleno-

referenced. A separate geometry file is available which 

contains latitude and longitude values corresponding to 

respective lines and samples with regular skipping of 

100 pixels. A Sun parameter file is also provided which 

contains Phase angle, Sun aspect, Sun azimuth and Sun 

elevation after regular time intervals starting at the time 

of imaging. 

Methodology: Fore, Aft and Nadir radiance images 

are first seleno-referenced and the selective region 

around Apollo 16 landing site is selected. Fore and Aft 

images are co-registered with ortho-rectified Nadir im-

age by selecting Ground Control Points (GCPs) in all 

three looks and warping using triangulation method. 

DEM image is used for generating slope and aspect im-

age over the region of interest. Images for topograph-

ically corrected incidence and viewing zenith and azi-

muth angles are generated using ancillary information  

and mathematical formulations (Figure 1). Phase angle 

images have also been produced for all three views. 

Four different models have been tested which are a) 

Lambert, b) Minnaert model to get an empirical estimate 

of deviation from Lambertian behaviour [3], c) Single-

scattering model with Lommel-Seeliger (LS) for topo-

graphic correction [4] [5] and Henyey-Greenstein (HG) 

model as phase function and d) Oren-Nayar reflectance 

model [6] developed for computer graphics to get an in-

sight into surface macroscopic roughness.   

Results and Discussion:  Lambertian model in-

volved dividing the radiance factor by cosine of topo-

graphically corrected incidence zenith angle and it is ob-

served that the bi-directional reflectance values are quite 

different in all the three views indicating that medium is 

not scattering isotopically. Minnaert model was fitted 

over the region of interest to generate images of albedo 

and parameter ‘𝑘’ (restricted between 0 and 1). It is ob-

served that albedo varies between 0.2 and 0.38 with 

mean value as 0.275. Taking ‘albedo’ of surface to be 

constant, parameter ‘𝑘’ images were re-calculated for 

all three views. Some of  the pixels in ‘fore’ and ‘aft’ 

image are found to have ‘𝑘’ value higher than 1 beyond 

the range prescribed indicating that this model does not 

work properly in local settings as it is an empirical 

model developed for full disk photometry with observa-

tions over similar type of material having similar phase 

angle values. Albedo and asymmetry parameter ‘g’ are 

found by fitting single scattering model (Figure 2). Al-

bedo values vary between 0.21 and 0.43 with mean 

value as 0.29 making it a moderately reflecting surface 

whereas parameter ‘g’ value varies between 0.09 and 

0.40 with an average of 0.25 suggesting a majorly for-

ward scattering material. Albedo, roughness parameter 

‘𝜎’ and fitting error images were generated by fitting 

Oren-Nayar model. Albedo values range from 0.23 to 

0.54 with mean value as 0.39 which is towards higher 

side in comparison to existing studies. Roughness 

ranges from 0ᵒ to 90ᵒ with mean value as 66.1ᵒ which is 

also very high may be due to large range of difference 

in size of particles present in lunar regolith and in vari-

ous orientations. It may also be due to the shortcoming 

of the model in representing the real life observations as 

it was originally developed for computer graphics. 
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Conclusion: It is observed that lunar surface is nei-

ther Lambertian nor it can be characterized using simple 

empirical models such as Minnaert’s on the local set-

tings. Complex models developed in computer graphics 

to define the macroscopic roughness such as Oren-Na-

yar reflectance model also provide ambiguous output 

with high albedo and roughness value. Single-scattering 

model using LS for topographic correction and phase 

function as HG provided a valuable insight of the mate-

rial being forward scattering. However, it is noted that 

ample amount of observations spanning whole of the il-

lumination and viewing hemisphere are necessary to 

fully characterize the surface as these models developed 

for real world scenarios are complex in nature requiring 

large number of parameters. Fitting them on small num-

ber of observations may lead to wrong picture due to 

large number of factors in action which haven’t been 

taken into account.  
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Figure 1: a) Study region around Apollo-16 landing site (red circle) with FCC made using 3 co-registered views 

(R: fore, G: Nadir, B: Aft), b.) DEM, c.) Local Incidence zenith for nadir view, d.) Local Viewing zenith for fore 

view, e.) Local Viewing zenith for nadir view and f.) Local Viewing zenith for aft view.    

Figure 2: Figure showing a) the albedo, b) asymmetry parameter ‘g’ and c) fitting error as calculated considering 

single-scattering model over the region of interest shown in Figure 1.  
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